
Through the dimension

a. Through the dimension

b. Drowning in my sleep

c. Intruders (instrumental)

d. Sunlight through the water

e. Shapes in the night

f. Forever running

g. Through the dimension

(reprise)

a. Through the dimension

I'm standing on the platform

watching trains come and go

I saw you in the mist again

now I see you, now I don't

Waiting forever

we know it's now or never

can't you feel the tension

I'm breaking through the

dimension

I'm walking on a rooftop

watching days come and go

I caught a glimpse of you again

echoes of you breaking through

Waiting forever

we know it's now or never

can't you feel the tension

I'm breaking through the

dimension

Waiting forever

we know it's now or never

can't you feel the tension

you’re breaking through the

dimension

b. Drowning in my sleep

Drowning in my sleep

as I'm counting sheep

sinking in my bed

the sky is glowing red

Drowning in my sleep

as I'm counting sheep

reaching out for help

I lost it for myself

I am falling slowly

like a sinking ship

I am waiting only

for the final leap
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Will we walk together

through the corridors

will we talk together

flog the painted horse

I am falling slowly

like a sinking ship

I am waiting only

for the final leap

Will we walk together

through the corridors

will we talk together

flog the painted horse

c. Intruders (instrumental)

d. Sunlight through the water

Sunlight through the water

shining like a distant star

soundscapes in cathedrals

clashing like the waves at the

shore

Rising up towards the light

like a fish now

looking out across the field

like a bird now

Sunlight through the water

shining green and shining blue

the sight burst like bubbles

leaving me in velvet darkness

Rising up towards the light

like a fish now

looking out across the field

like a bird now

Diving down and rising up

what's the difference

running out away from you

like a coward

e. Shapes in the night

Sleepy lanterns 

glowing in the night

casting shadows 

on the lonely road

creepy shadows 

dancing in the hall

never stopping, 

always on the run

Shapes in the night

it could be you, it could be me

shapes of a fight

what have I just done
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Gloomy treetops 

swaying in the wind

wailing sad songs 

as the rain sets in

go to shelter while 

you still got time

burning candles 

I need a little light

Shapes in the night

it could be you, it could be me

shapes in the light

where have you just gone

f. Forever running

Run away or do the chase

it will keep you on the run

drag away or do the blaze

it will keep you having fun

I'll be forever running

no matter what I do

I dare not take a break

I know you do not too

Run away or do the chase

cause it keeps the goal in sight

blast away or take a shot

cause I know I'll run tonight

I'll be forever running

no matter what I do

I dare not take a break

I know you do not too

I'll be forever running

no matter what I do

I dare not take a break

I know you do not too

g. Through the dimension

(reprise)

I'm floating in the thin air

checking out the perspective

I saw you walking out again

never change your direction

Waiting forever

we know it's now or never

can't you feel the tension

I'm breaking through the

dimension

Waiting forever

we know it's now or never

can't you feel the tension

you’re breaking through the

dimension
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